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Dried plant and animal parts used in traditional Chinese medicines. Photo: Vberger/Wikimedia Commons. Liz P.Y. Chee vividly remembers the first time she
visited a bear farm. It wa ...
The Contentious Use of Wild Animals in Traditional Chinese Medicine
A team of researchers at USC is helping AI imagine the unseen, a technique that could also lead to fairer AI, new medicines, and increased autonomous
vehicle safety. Imagine an orange cat. Now, ...
Researchers Enable AI To Use Its “Imagination” – Closer to Humans’ Understanding of the World
The biodegradable materials which include water soluble silicone, magnesium and wax would dissolve over the course of five to seven weeks.
Dissolving pacemakers are the future of electronic medicine
Despite advances in deep neural networks, computers still struggle with the very human skill of ''imagination.'' Now, a USC research team has developed
an AI that uses human-like capabilities to ...
Enabling the 'imagination' of artificial intelligence
Harriet Hall, M.D. recounts that Mark Twain was an enthusiastic proponent of “alternative medicine” long before the term was coined — and much of it
remains the same as in his time.
Mark Twain and Alternative Medicine
The Corrigible and the Incorrigibleexplores the surprising history of efforts aimed at rehabilitating convicts in 20th-century Germany, efforts founded
not out ...
The Corrigible and the Incorrigible: Science, Medicine, and the Convict in Twentieth-Century Germany
Meharry Medical College is a black academic health science center for researchers and others. Analytics Insight has featured Fortune S. Mhlanga,
Founding Dean of the School of Applied Computational ...
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Meharry Medical College: Revolutionizing the Healthcare Industry with Data Science Education
In “Mao’s Bestiary,” Liz P.Y. Chee explores the contentious use of wild animals in traditional Chinese medicine ...
The history of animal-based medicine in China
It's absurd, but science is effectively becoming a culture war issue, alongside traditional fights over religion, reproductive rights, and gun violence.
Poll shows sharp partisan divide over confidence in science
The body is filled with mucus that keeps track of the bacteria. Now, researchers present a method for producing artificial mucus. They hope that the
artificial mucus, which consists of sugary ...
Mucus and mucins may become the medicine of the future
The same goes for beliefs about energy, like hyrdoelectric, nuclear, and natural gas (only solar and wind are endorsed now), medicine (supplements ...
Obviously it's great that editors removed the ...
Political Bias Is Why The Conversation Published An Anti-Science Article
The COVID-19 pandemic brought mRNA vaccines into the limelight. But the technology may also prove to be a powerful weapon against hard-to-treat cancers.
New cancer treatments may be on the horizon—thanks to mRNA vaccines
From meditating to getting in a morning walk, here are 5 sleep tricks that scientific studies say will help people over 60 sleep better.
Secret Tricks for Getting Better Sleep After 60, Says Science
Everyone likes a good belly laugh from time to time, and science supports that feeling.Studies have shown that laughing is linked to our physical,
emotional and mental well-being — even our ...
Is laughter really good for us? Here's what the science says
Researchers in Mali have been working for decades on the treatment that's now in the final phase of clinical trials ...
West African Scientists Are Leading the Science Behind a Malaria Vaccine
Data science is one of today's hottest fields. Meet staff from the departments of Medicine and Biostatistics who are preparing to expand their roles at
work and pursue personal goals in the university ...
Employees expand careers through data science master’s program
James Peyer to present new research in the biology of aging at the world's largest aging research for drug discovery conference.
James Peyer to present at the 8th Aging Research & Drug Discovery Meeting 2021
Mr. Modi speaks glowingly of India’s scientific accomplishments in its mythic past and cites, for example, the elephant head transposed on Lord Ganesha
as great ... medicine, an offshoot of ...
A seesaw of science and pseudoscience
Prime Medicine™, a company delivering on the promise of Prime Editing to provide lifelong cures to patients, today announced its launch with $315 ...
Prime Medicine Launches with $315 Million Financing to Deliver on the Promise of Prime Editing
Rankin is donating $22 million to UK’s College of Medicine, some will be used for scholarships for med students. “To meet their unmet financial needs so
they can concentrate on their studies,” said ...
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